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CC1-PHILOSOPHY 
INDIAN PHILOSOPHY-I 

Full Marks: 60 
Time Allotted: 2 Hours 

The figures in the margin ind1cate full marks 

SECTION-I 

3x4 12 
1. Answer any four questions of the following: 

3 
(a) Make a distinction between Astika and Nästika philosophy. 

3 
(b) Why Pratyaksa is called eldest among the Pram�nas? 
(c) What is the characteristics of Sat in the Buddhist philosophy? 
(d) What is the meaning of the term 'Jina' in Jaina Philosophy? 
(e) What are the different types of karma according to Vai[e_ikas? 
()What is the difference between Saguna Brahman and Nirguna Brahman? 

SECTION-II 

6x4 24 
2 Answer any four questions of the following: 

6 
(a) Is Indian Philosophy pessimistic? Discuss. 

6 
(b) Why, according to C�rv�ka Anum�na is not a Prämana? 

6 
(c) What is meant by 'Bhavacakra? 

6 
(d) Explain the Jaina concept of Liberation. 

6 
(e) Explain Säm�nya laksana Pratyaksa of Ny�ya school of Indian philosophy. 

(1Explain Ramanuja's concept of Brahman. 

SECTION-III 

12x2 24 Answer any two questions of the following 

12 3. Explain and examine Cärv�ka Deh�tmav�da'. 

12 Write a note on Jaina Anek�ntav�da. 

3+9 What is called Vyäpti? How can it be ascertained? Discuss. 

12 

5. 

6. Explain Sankara's vicw on Brahman. 
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SECTION-I 
1. Answer any four questions from the following: 

(a) What is copula? Answer with an example. 
3x4 12 

(b) Distinguish between 'exclusive' and inclusive' sense of 'or' with examples. 
(C) State the obverse of the following: 

(1) No organic compounds are metals. 

(ii) Some soldiers are not officers. 

(i) Some saints were martyrs. 

(d) What is Opposition of Proposition? Answer with example. 
() Why three circles are required for determining validity or invalidity of 

syllogistic argument with the help of Venn-diagram? 

(t)What is existential import of Proposition? 

SECTION-II 
2 Answer any four questions from the following: 

(a) What is distribution of terms? Which term or terms is/are distributed in which 
Proposition? Answer with examples. 

6x4 24 

2+4 

(b) Explain Contradictory and Sub-Contrary opposition of Propositions with 

examples. 
3+3 

(c) Determine the nature of the following statement forms as tautologus or 
self-contradictory or contingent with the help of truth table: 

3+3 

p=[p (pvg)] 
i) p>p> -q 4) 

(d) Determine the validity or invalidity of the following argument/argument forms 
with the help of syllogistic rules: 
(1) AEE-1st figure. 

3+3 

(11) Some conservatives are not advocates of high tariff rates, because all 
advocates of high tariff rates are republicans, and some republicans are not 
conservatives. 

(e) (i) Define immediate inference. 
(ii) Obvert the following: 

2+2+2 

All that glitters are not gold. 

(ii) Convert the following: Some soldiers are cowards. 

Turn Over 
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(9 Prove the validity of the following by applying the method of Reductio Ad 

Absurdum: 
3+3 

() A(B C) 

(Bv D)>E 

DvAI:E 

(i) ( ) (/>K) 
(vK) L 

L (HvJ) 

SECTION-III 

Answer any two questions from the following 12x2 24 

3. What is analogical argument? What are the criteria for the appraisal of 

analogical argument? Discuss. 
4+8 

4. Construct formal proof of validity of the following: 4+4+4 

() (45B) (AvC) 

(CD) (Cv A) BvD 

(i) AB 

-(CA) /:C>- B 

(iin) If the litmus paper turns red the solution is acid. Hence if the litmus paper 
turns red, then either the solution is acid or something is wrong somewhere. 
(R, A, W). 

Determine the validity or invalidity of the following argument/argument form 
with the help of Venn-diagram. 

4+4+4 

(i) EIO-4th figure 

(i) AAA-2nd figure 

(ii) All underwater crafts are submarines; Therefore no submarines are pleasure 
vessels, since no pleasure vessels are underwater crafts. 

6. (a) Distinguish between argument and argument form. 4+4+4 

(b) Use truth table to determine the validity or invalidity of the following argument 

forms 
(i) (pa g)v(-p-g) 

-(p4 
pq 

(i) (p 4) >(q v p) 

p) (qvp) 
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SECTION-I / fA1-T/TG-7 

3x4 12 1. Answer any four questions with brief justification: 

+1 (a) What do you mean by Pram� and Pram�Fa? 

1+2 b) Does Cä�rv�kas accept testimony as a source of valid knowledge? Why? 

3 (c) What is the meaning of the term °Dar[ana"? 

(d) What do you mean by alaukika pratyak_a? 

142 (e) How many pad�rthas are recognised in Vai[e_ika Dar[ana and what are they? 

3 ( What is Yoga? 

CaTY11? 

SECTION-II/ AUM-R/qg-a 
6x4 24 2. Answer any four questions from the following: 

6 (a) Explain the importance of Yama and Asana in the Yoga Philosophy. 
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b) What is Samsarg�bh�va? Explain. 

(c)Briefly explain different ty pes of extraordinary perception. 

6 (d) Explain the nature of 'guFas' of Prakriti in Sämkhya. 

6 ()What are the four nobel truths? Discuss briefly. 

6 (What is the nature of Purusa according to Samkhya Philosophy? 

SECTION-III / fs1-51/ aug-q 

12x2 24 3. Answer any two questions of the following: 

2+10 (a) What is Puru_ärtha? Explain four Puru_�rthas of Indian Philosophy. 

12 b) On what ground do the C�rv�kas accept Perception as the only PramäFas? 

Critically explain. 

12 (c) Discuss the Vaise_ika category of "abhava' and its different kinds. 

12 (d) Explain the Samkhya arguments in favour of the existence of Prakriti. 
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SECTION-I 

3x4 12 
1 Answer any four questions of the following: 

(a) Distinguish between  and N�stika in Indian philosophy. 
3 

(b) Why does C�rv�ka admit the material world? 

(c) What is the root cause of suffering according to Buddhist philosophy? 
3 (d) How many pram�Fas are admitted in Ny�ya? 

3 
(e) What is called 'Nirv�Fa' following Buddhism? 

3 ()What is 'Citta' in the context of Yoga philosophy? 

SECTION-II 

6x4 24 Answer any four questions from the following: 2. 

6 (a) Explain the common characteristics of Indian philosophy. 

(b) Explain briefly with examples the different types of Karma. 

(c) What are three gunas of Prakrti according to Samkhya? Explain briefly. 

(d) Explain the doctrine of Pratitya-Samutp�da or the theory of dependent 

origination. 

6 (e) Explain and examine C�rv�ka deh�tmav�da or theory of Soul. 

6 () Write a note on C�rv�ka ethics. 

SECTION-III 

12x2 24 Answer any two questions from the following 

12 Explain Four Purus�rthas in Indian Philosophy. 

4+4+4 

3. 
Define Pratyaksa after Ny�ya. Distinguish between Nirvikalpaka and 

Savikalpaka pratyak_a. 
4. 

12 Explain Four Noble Truths in Buddhist Philosophy. 

2410 6. Definc Yoga. Explain A_tanga Yoga in Yoga Philosophy 
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